Enterprise Cybersecurity Management At Any Scale
CyberSana is an enterprise cybersecurity management platform that is rapidly scalable, extensively
customizable and easily automated for real-time visibility across the enterprise. Our
comprehensive and configurable software delivers practical, measurable, and expedient risk
identification and resolution down to the device level. Featuring a web-based interface, auto
device detection and quick installation, CyberSana’s software can be implemented and active
within minutes, across your existing network.

CyberSana is a
comprehensive enterprise
security platform
replacing single-service
point products.

Detect and Elevate Risk Awareness

IT network health and infrastructure security through configurable enterprise-level
scanning and detection.
Multi-tenant Scoring from Multiple Sources
CyberSana uses security baseline standards, service uptime, privileged account rotation metrics,
vulnerability scanner integration and backup frequency to analyze your entire system and
perform multi-tenanted scoring. A security score is assigned to your overall system and to
individual devices, helping your team prioritize their work and harden areas of vulnerability.
CyberSana provides answers the question of “how secure are we?”
Automated Device Detection
CyberSana expands your enterprise infrastructure in secure and highly visible ways, while saving
time and resources. Automated Device Detection audits and manages all of your devices from a
single platform, rather than manually adjusting each device individually. CyberSana comes
preloaded with a full set of automation, backup, monitoring and security tasks that can be easily
implemented out of the box or adapted to fit your needs. Policies and technical controls specific
to your company infrastructure can be defined and scheduled through the CyberSana platform.
Real-time Security Awareness
When a critical vulnerability or high-risk best practice violation is detected, configurable push
notifications will instantly alert your SecOps team and allow them to respond. Automated
Device Detection means CyberSana can grow alongside your infrastructure and apply security
policies on the fly, reducing blind spots and saving your team valuable hours.
Monitor Service Availability
Simply provide your external IP range and CyberSana will automatically discover which services
are up and which services are down, keeping you informed. It’s that simple.

Remediate Policy and Security Issues

reduces time and
improves efficiency.

Real-time security
awareness and
health scoring for
better visibility.

Multifunctional platform
saves money and time
with a single-source for
IT security management.

Designed for engineers,

Customizable and ready to scale.

by engineers.

CyberSana is a flexible platform designed to grow with your enterprise, adapting to your existing
infrastructure and security policies. CyberSana provides easy installation, removing the headache
of manual implementation. Compatible with existing workflows and devices, the platform scales
with you as you grow.

Improve Infrastructure Security

Out-of-the-box automation tools and customized task scheduling for better efficiency.
CyberSana’s platform is built for automation. Automating repetitive tasks saves time, saves money
and reduces human error. Backups and vulnerability scans can be programmed to run on your
timeline with regularly scheduled audits to ensure your infrastructure is in continuous compliance.
Common tasks can be scheduled to run, right out of the box. CyberSana’s customizable platform
means you can define, configure and schedule jobs, specific to your organization. When a security
and compliance audit detects vulnerability, Auto-Mitigation can instantly attempt to fix the issue.

Call (844) 433-3424 to start saving time and money with CyberSana’s
Enterprise Cybersecurity Management Platform.
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Using industry experience
and subject matter
expertise in engineering
and information security,
CyberSana provides a
single platform, surgically
targeted to resolve
common pain points
within enterprise IT
security management,
reducing costs, saving
time and eliminating an
array of point products
often associated with
maintaining your
infrastructure security.

